Tapescript

Narrator: **Part 2**

*Paul and his family are riding in their car. They are listening to the radio on their way to the New Territories. They hear an advertisement.*

**Section A**

You now have one minute to study the questions below. *(1-minute music)*

Now, listen to the advertisement. Answer the questions while you are listening. The advertisement will be played two times. The advertisement will begin now.

[Announcer: Relax. Sit back. Have a snack. You’ll love eating ‘SUPER CRUNCHY’. Brittle and crispy. Biscuits with different tastes – chocolate, strawberry, or green tea. Excellent biscuits for all ages: young or old. Thirteen dollars for a packet of three or fifty dollars for a box. Enjoy your favourite ‘SUPER CRUNCHY’ bar. You’ll never have to travel far. Buy them at any local supermarket. One bite of a ‘SUPER CRUNCHY’ *(crunching sound)* and you’ll want more. ‘SUPER CRUNCHY’ – the one and only choice! ]

Narrator: Now, listen to the advertisement again. The advertisement will begin now.

**Repeat [ ]**

You now have 30 seconds to check your answers. *(30-second pause)*

This is the end of Section A.

**Section B**

Listen to part of the advertisement again and answer the following questions. The advertisement will be played once only. When you hear a beep *(beep)*, tick the best answer. The advertisement will begin now.

[Announcer: Relax. Sit back. Have a snack. You’ll love eating ‘SUPER CRUNCHY’.]

Narrator: Question 1: Which word in the advertisement rhymes with ‘back’?

A. sit
B. snack
C. super
D. relax // *(beep)* *(5-second pause)*

[Announcer: Enjoy your favourite ‘SUPER CRUNCHY’ bar. You’ll never have to travel far. Buy them at any local supermarket.]

Narrator: Question 2: Which word in the advertisement rhymes with ‘bar’?

A. far
B. your
C. buy
D. never // *(beep)* *(5-second pause)*

You now have 10 seconds to check your answers. *(10-second pause)*

This is the end of Section B.

This is the end of Part 2.